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Abstract 19 

Many species show migratory behaviour in response to seasonal changes in environmental 20 

conditions. A peculiar, yet widespread phenomenon is partial migration, when a single 21 

population consists of both migratory and non-migratory individuals. There are still many 22 

open questions regarding the stability and evolutionary significance of such populations. For 23 

passerines the inheritance of migratory activity is best described by the threshold model of 24 

quantitative genetics. Such a model has not yet been employed in theoretical studies, in which 25 

stability of partially migratory populations is usually linked to group differences in survival or 26 

reproduction. Here we develop a parsimonious model featuring a conditional genetic 27 

threshold for passerine migratory behaviour under which stable partial migration can be 28 

observed, and we explore the resulting selection landscape. Our model results show a cline in 29 

migratory behaviour across the landscape, from fully migratory populations to fully 30 

residential populations, with a fairly wide zone of partially migratory populations, which is 31 

stable in both time and space under a wide range of parameter settings. Temporal stability of 32 

the zone is linked with the yearly variance in both migration survival and resident winter 33 

survival. In contrast to other theoretical studies, we show that density dependence in winter 34 

survival is not essential for observing partially migratory populations. In addition, we observe 35 

that selection on the genetic threshold value occurs mainly at the borders of the zone of partial 36 

migration. This result suggests that fully migratory and fully residential populations in areas 37 

far from the zone of partial migration can harbour genetic diversity that allows the appearance 38 

of the alternative phenotype under (a wide range of) different conditions.  39 
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Introduction 40 

Many species show migratory behaviour in response to seasonal changes in environmental 41 

conditions (Dingle and Drake 2007). A peculiar, yet widespread phenomenon is partial 42 

migration, when a single population consists of both migratory and resident individuals 43 

(Chapman et al. 2011). Partial migration is extensively investigated in both empirical and 44 

theoretical studies. Many hypotheses exist, with mostly at least some empirical evidence, 45 

regarding the differences between the migratory and resident individuals of the partially 46 

migratory population (Chapman et al 2011). These hypotheses can generally be related to 47 

group differences in winter survival and/or reproductive success, with potential effects of 48 

density dependence as a result of these. Theoretical studies show that partial migration in 49 

birds can be an evolutionary stable strategy when based on such individual differences, and 50 

assuming a negative frequency-dependence of the migration decision (e.g. Lundberg 1987, 51 

Kaitala et al. 1993, Holt and Fryxell 2011, Kokko 2011, Shaw and Levin 2011). From an 52 

empirical perspective partial migration is however usually considered as a transition phase 53 

from a fully migratory to a fully residential population or vice versa (Berthold 2001). In birds, 54 

migratory routes often have a north-south orientation (Berthold 2001). Favourable feeding 55 

and breeding sites are located nearer to the poles, in line with the larger food and feeding time 56 

availability there, compared to the wintering sites where winter conditions are less harsh. This 57 

can be extended into an overall cline in migratory behaviour for many species across their 58 

distributional range, with migrant populations at sites where winter conditions are harsh 59 

towards resident populations with more favourable winters. 60 

 Since the genetic control of migratory behaviour has been shown (e.g.  Biebach 1983, 61 

Berthold 1991), many more studies have looked into the heritability and genetic architecture 62 

of migration (e.g. Berthold et al. 1992, Berthold and Pulido 1994, Pulido et al. 1996, van 63 

Noordwijk et al. 2006, Pulido and Berthold 2010, Pulido 2011). It is now generally 64 
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acknowledged that the migratory syndrome consists of many traits that are genetically 65 

correlated (Pulido 2007), and that the inheritance of migratory activity is best described by the 66 

threshold model of quantitative genetics (Pulido et al. 1996). In such a model the actual 67 

migration decision is regulated by a threshold value in a continuous variable that is underlying 68 

the migration propensity. This model allows the overall maintenance of genetic variation 69 

regarding the migratory activity, while the genetically and conditionally determined threshold 70 

value determines the individual’s phenotype (Pulido 2011).  71 

 Thus far, the theoretical studies of partial migration have not included the proposed 72 

model of genetic control. Here we want to investigate the consequences of this model for 73 

population dynamics and the existence of stable partially migratory populations, from a 74 

spatial perspective and on ecologically relevant time scales. We specifically ask: 1) what is 75 

the most parsimonious model describing population dynamics under which stable partial 76 

migration can be observed when assuming a genetic threshold model, and 2) how do the 77 

required variables affect the selection landscape? For this we use an individual-based model 78 

to account for heritable variation in migration thresholds.  79 

  80 
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Methods 81 

We use a spatially explicit individual-based metapopulation model of a haploid species with 82 

discrete generations, of which the rules determining the population dynamics are inspired by 83 

passerine ecology. The species has a single trait that determines the threshold for migration, 84 

which is allowed to evolve. 85 

 86 

Landscape 87 

The simulated landscape consists of 100 columns (x-dimension) of 25 patches each (y-88 

dimension), all with carrying capacity K. We assume bouncing borders in both x and y 89 

directions. Hence, an individual cannot leave the landscape by dispersal. There are two 90 

gradients in the x-dimension, of increasing winter survival and decreasing reproduction, 91 

simulating average conditions on a trajectory from the pole to the equator. The experienced 92 

nominal average winter survival for residents is 0.01 times the x-location, so changes linearly 93 

from 0.01 at x = 1 to 1 at x = 100 (Eq. 1). Reproduction is corrected for position along the x-94 

dimension through a reproduction factor that decreases linearly from 1 at x=1 to 0.8 at x=100 95 

(Eq. 2). Both winter survival and reproduction are reduced by density-dependent factors (see 96 

below for further details). 97 

 98 

Winter survival and population dynamics 99 

Local populations are composed of haploid individuals, each of which is characterized by a 100 

single trait, its migration threshold. If the local expected winter survival is lower than the 101 

genetically determined threshold t, the individual migrates (Able and Belthoff 1998). A 102 

migrant is subjected to a constant probability of winter (and migration) survival sm, while a 103 

resident can survive the winter locally with probability sr, determined by its x-location. 104 
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Resident winter survival is further controlled by local resident density, so in all determined 105 

according to the following equation: 106 

�� = 0.01� �1 − 
�1 − �_������ ���,�,�
� ��      (Eq. 1) 107 

with x is the x-coordinate of the patch [1,100]; Nrx,y,t is the number of resident individuals in 108 

patch x,y at time t; K is the carrying capacity; c_denss governs the strength of density 109 

dependence, with no density dependence at c_denss = 1, and sr = 0 under c_denss = 0.6 and 110 

density = 2.5 (Fig. S1a in Appendix A and Table 1). In our simulations, the winter survival of 111 

migrants sm was 0.5. 112 

If an individual survives the winter season, either as a resident or a migrant, it can 113 

disperse from its native patch with probability d to a neighboring cell with a maximum 114 

dispersal distance of δ cells. It then produces a number of offspring. This number is randomly 115 

drawn from a discrete uniform distribution with a minimum value of zero and a maximum of 116 

six, and then corrected for density and location, leading to the following equation: 117 

� = ���1 − 0.01��1 − �_������ �1 − 
�1 − �_������ ��,�,�
 �� = �� × �"#" (Eq. 2) 118 

with No is drawn from U {0,6}; Nx,y,t is the number of individuals in patch x,y at time t (i.e. 119 

including both the migrants and residents); c_locr governs the sensitivity of reproduction with 120 

location x, with no dependence for c_locr = 1, and maximum dependence of c_locr = 0; 121 

c_densr governs the strength of density dependence, with no dependence at c_densr = 1; ctot is 122 

then the total reproduction correction factor (Fig S1b in Appendix A). After reproduction the 123 

individual dies. 124 

 Although carrying capacity K is equal for both Equations 1 and 2, the population sizes 125 

and thus the densities change over the seasons. In addition, the parameters governing the 126 

strength of density dependence are different for both equations (c_denss and c_densr, Table 127 
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1), which results in different effects of density on resident winter survival and reproduction 128 

respectively. 129 

 130 

Genetics 131 

The individuals have one genetic trait, the migration threshold, which is located at a single 132 

gene. The threshold value T is a continuous number in the range [0,1]. The individuals are 133 

haploid and reproduce asexually, thus the offspring inherit the threshold values from their 134 

mothers. To allow for some variation we apply a probability of mutation m. When such a 135 

mutation occurs the threshold value is changed into a new randomly chosen value [0,1]. 136 

 137 

Simulation experiments 138 

All populations were initialized with K individuals. Upon initialization, individual threshold 139 

values (Ti) were randomly drawn from the interval 0 ≤ Ti ≤ 1. Table 1 summarizes all relevant 140 

model parameters, their meanings and the standard values used for the simulations, which is 141 

further called the base scenario. We performed local sensitivity analyses regarding the 142 

parameters mutation rate m, dispersal probability d and maximum dispersal distance δ, and 143 

the density dependence of winter survival c_denss. In addition, we added variation to migrant 144 

survival sm and resident survival sr. This resulted in seven different simulation scenarios: a) 145 

base, with the standard settings; b) strong winter DD, with c_denss is 0.3; c) dispersal 146 

distance, with δ is 10; d) no winter DD, with c_denss is 1; e) no dispersal, with both m is 0 147 

and d is 0; f) var survival migrants, with an applied standard deviation of sm is 0.1; and g) var 148 

survival residents, with the standard deviation of sr is 0.1. For each scenario we performed 149 

100 replicate simulations, which all covered a time span of 1,000 generations.  150 

 151 

Analysis 152 
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The individual phenotypes, i.e. migrancy versus residency, were documented in time and 153 

space throughout the simulations and summed per x-position. Per parameter setting we 154 

checked whether the populations in the x-dimension zone that featured both migrants and 155 

residents, consisted of both phenotypes or were fixed for either phenotype. The migration 156 

threshold values were averaged per x-location. We defined the north border of partial 157 

migration zone as the smallest x-position where the total number of residents was at least 1% 158 

of the total number of individuals. The south border is equivalently defined as the largest x-159 

position where at least 1% of the total number of individuals was a migrant. The difference 160 

between the north and south border defined the width of the partial migration zone, while the 161 

location of the zone was defined by its middle x-position. 162 

  163 
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Results 164 

In a typical run we observed a decline in the number of migratory individuals across the 165 

landscape, and in the opposite direction a decline in the number of residents (Fig. 1). There is 166 

a substantial zone in which migrants and residents occur together. At the population level 167 

there is thus a gradient from fully migratory populations to fully resident populations, divided 168 

by a zone of partial migration. In this zone the total population size is smallest. In the partial 169 

migration zone populations consist of both migratory and resident individuals in all scenarios 170 

(Fig. S2 Appendix A), except for the no dispersal scenario. In this latter scenario both 171 

phenotypes occupy the same x-locations, but all the populations are either fully migratory or 172 

fully residential as a result of genetic fixation (Fig. S2e Appendix A). 173 

The average value of the threshold trait that controls migration shows a distinct pattern 174 

(Fig. 1). At x-locations smaller than the border of the partial migration zone the average 175 

threshold value is relatively large, while this value is relatively small at larger x-locations. 176 

This pattern in the threshold value, with the highest and lowest values on either side of the 177 

partial migration zone with a steep slope across it, is found in all scenarios. At the extreme x-178 

locations the average threshold values show larger variation (Fig. S3 Appendix A), and are 179 

closer to their ancestral values in all scenarios except the dispersal distance scenario (Fig. S3b 180 

Appendix A).  181 

The stability of the zone of partial migration in both space and time is shown based on 182 

its two characteristics, i.e. width (Fig. 2) and location (Fig. 3). Considering the width of the 183 

partial migration zone, the scenario without density dependence in the winter survival and the 184 

scenario without dispersal have a relatively narrow partial migration zone, with widths larger 185 

than 10 x-positions. In most scenarios, the width of the zone is larger than 20 x-positions and 186 

in the scenarios with dispersal over longer distances and with stronger density dependence in 187 

the winter survival, the partial migration zone is substantially wider. The mean location of the 188 
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partial migration zone depends only on the strength of survival density dependence (Fig. 3). 189 

The maintenance of a large variation around the mean locations of the partial migration zones 190 

in time is scenario-dependent (Fig. 3), with the largest variation in scenarios var survival 191 

migrants, var survival residents and strong winter DD. Details of the spatial distribution are 192 

illustrated in Fig. S2, Appendix A. 193 

 The variation among replicate runs is quite small (standard deviation values in Figs 2 194 

and 3 and data for all runs plotted in Fig S3 Appendix A). This implies that the stochastic 195 

processes in mutation and dispersal play a minor role in determining the results compared to 196 

the selection pressures.  197 

  198 
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Discussion 199 

When assuming that migration is controlled by a genetic threshold model we observe a stable 200 

zone of partial migration in every investigated scenario. In the zone of partial migration both 201 

phenotypes can maintain themselves because they have a similar fitness. In most scenarios the 202 

middle of the partial migration zone, i.e. the location where migration survival equals the 203 

resident winter survival, is around x is 60 (Fig. 3). This is the result of the density dependent 204 

winter survival which effectively lowers the resident winter survival that is otherwise only 205 

determined by the x-location. This can be seen in Fig. 3 from the locations of the scenarios 206 

with no and with strong density dependence of local winter survival, where the location under 207 

no density dependence is at x is 50, while migration survival probability is 0.5 in every 208 

scenario. Another consequence of the lower resident winter survival due to density-209 

dependence is an increase of the width of the partial migration zone (Fig. 2). This happens 210 

because the density-dependence in winter survival causes lower resident densities (Fig. S4a-211 

c). Migratory individuals profit from these lower densities as well due to increased 212 

reproduction (compare Figs S3c and S3d), but only if they have the opportunity to disperse 213 

into these low-density populations where residential individuals have a slightly larger survival 214 

probability (Fig. S4e). So under stronger density dependence of local winter survival, the 215 

migrants and residents have a similar fitness over a broader range of x-locations caused by the 216 

buffered winter survival in an interesting interaction with both the density-dependent 217 

reproduction and dispersal.  218 

The average genetic threshold value decreases across the zone of partial migration, and 219 

results in fully residential populations beyond its southern border and fully migratory 220 

populations in the north. Disruptive selection acts on the genetic threshold value at the borders 221 

of the zone, where one phenotype gets a higher fitness than the other. South of the partial 222 

migration zone there is selection against migratory behaviour and thus against all ancestral 223 
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threshold values higher than x/100, while beyond the north border selection acts against all 224 

threshold values lower than x/100. This results in a distinctive S-shape in average threshold 225 

values across the landscape. At the extreme x-locations many of the ancestral lines, resulting 226 

from initialization with random threshold values, can maintain themselves because the local 227 

winter survival is either very high or very low. This selection against only a small part of the 228 

ancestral lines results in a larger variation in mean threshold values at the extreme x-locations 229 

with means close to 0.5 (Fig. S3). This can be observed most clearly in Fig. S3e for the 230 

scenario without dispersal. In all other scenarios the mean threshold values at the extreme x-231 

locations divert from 0.5 to some extent as a result of dispersal, with the scenario with a large 232 

dispersal distance of 10 (Fig. S3c) as the obvious example. During dispersal an individual can 233 

move to another x-location and thus experience a different local winter survival. An increase 234 

in maximum dispersal distance thus has the consequence that the effects of the selection 235 

pressure on the threshold value are expanded spatially from the zone of partial migration 236 

towards the extreme x-locations. As an additional consequence the mean thresholds in the 237 

dispersal distance scenario do not reach as large or as small values (Fig. S3c). The dispersal 238 

distance is drawn from a uniform distribution, which on average increases the mean dispersal 239 

distance compared to a more realistic negative exponential distribution. Particularly for larger 240 

maximum dispersal distances this may affect the curvature of the average threshold value 241 

across space and the width of the partial migration zone. 242 

In other theoretical studies within-population differences between groups play an 243 

important role in observing evolutionary stable partial migration (Lundberg 1987, Lundberg 244 

1988, Kaitala et al. 1993, Kokko and Lundberg 2001, Taylor and Norris 2007, Griswold et al. 245 

2010, Holt and Fryxell 2011, Kokko 2011, Shaw and Levin 2011, Lundberg 2013). When 246 

group differences in winter survival and/or reproduction are not taken into account and 247 

genetically identical individuals are assumed, density dependence in winter survival is found 248 
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to be of critical importance for the observation of partial migration (Kaitala et al. 1993, 249 

Lundberg 2013). Here we assume genetic differences between individuals regarding their 250 

inherited threshold value that determines migratory behaviour in combination with the 251 

expected local winter survival (Pulido 2011). This results in a stable spatial zone of partial 252 

migration in all investigated scenarios, including the scenario without density dependence in 253 

winter survival, and without the assumption of any further differences between groups. 254 

Increased stochasticity resulting from variable environmental conditions generally increases 255 

the temporal variation in width and location of the partial migration zone, but is not a 256 

necessary requirement for its observation as was found by Kaitala et al. (1993) as well. 257 

Temporal changes in location and width of the partial migration zone could explain observed 258 

differences in fitness between migratory and non-migratory birds within single populations 259 

(Adriaensen and Dhondt 1990). Empirically found differences between groups in migration 260 

strategy regard e.g. age (Able and Belthoff 1998) or structural size (Hegemann et al. 2015), 261 

both of which can be related to the dominance hypothesis (Smith and Nilsson 1987). In our 262 

model the expected winter survival of an individual is determined by its location only, and 263 

together with its genetic threshold value determines its migration strategy. The expected 264 

winter survival of an individual can additionally however be determined by its social status, 265 

and thereby related to its age or size. This leads to a new set of interesting questions regarding 266 

the consequences of the combination of genetically different individuals and any observed 267 

differences in winter survival and reproduction related to age, sex or dominance for the 268 

stability of the partial migration zone. 269 

Partially migratory populations are considered important in the evolutionary trajectory 270 

between fully migratory and fully residential populations (Pulido 2011). From our model 271 

however it can be concluded that strong selection against particular threshold values only 272 

occurs at the borders of the partial migration zone. This implies that even fully migratory and 273 
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fully residential populations in areas far from the zone of partial migration can harbour 274 

genetic diversity that allows the appearance of the alternative phenotype under (a wide range 275 

of) different conditions, in accordance with empirical literature (Able and Belthoff 1998). 276 

Our model features haploid inheritance, a single-gene trait, and non-overlapping 277 

generations. This allows the observation of the temporal variation in the selection landscape 278 

of the threshold value without any buffering. A biologically more realistic model regarding 279 

these features can be used to answer interesting and timely questions that concern the 280 

possibilities and obstructions for shift of the species range (Cobben et al. 2012, Cobben et al. 281 

2015) and necessarily the zone of partial migration in response to global climate change 282 

(Sutherland 1998, Nilsson et al. 2006). With the current study we show that both genetically 283 

and conditionally determined migratory behaviour assuming a threshold model can give 284 

realistic results regarding the cline in the percentage of migratory individuals across the 285 

landscape. It further offers testable hypotheses about the effects of dispersal distance and the 286 

maintenance of genetic diversity as food for further investigations.  287 
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Figures and tables 356 

 357 

Table 1. Parameter values 358 

parameter / variable (initialization) value meaning 

individual variables:   

T [0,1]evolving migration threshold 

simulation parameters:   

K 100 carrying capacity 

sm 0.5 migrant survival 

c_denss 0.6 strength of survival density dependence 

c_densr 0.4 strength of reproduction density dependence 

c_locr 0.8 strength of reproduction location dependence 

m 10-4 mutation rate  

d 0.1 dispersal probability 

δ 2 maximum dispersal distance 

xmax 100 extent of simulated landscape in x-direction 

ymax 25 extent of simulated landscape in y-direction 

  359 
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Figures captions 360 

 361 

Figure 1. The number of migrants (crosses x and left y-axis) and the number of residents 362 

(black dots • and left y-axis) after the winter after 1,000 generations, across the landscape, 363 

summed per x-location (x-axis) for the base scenario, with settings noted in Table 1 for a 364 

single run, i.e. run 50. The black vertical lines (· –) indicate the borders of the partial 365 

migration zone. The solid black line (–) is the average genetic threshold value per x-location 366 

(right y-axis).   367 

 368 

Figure 2. The mean width of the partial migration zone in x-positions over all runs at 11 time 369 

points (generations 50, 100, 200, .., 1000, x-axis) for all scenarios. The error bar indicates plus 370 

minus one standard deviation. 371 

 372 

Figure 3. The mean x-position of the partial migration zone over all runs at 11 time points 373 

(generations 50, 100, 200, .., 1000, x-axis) for all scenarios. The error bar indicates plus minus 374 

one standard deviation. 375 

  376 
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Figures 377 

 378 

 379 

Figure 1 380 

  381 
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 382 

 383 

Figure 2.  384 
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 385 

 386 

Figure 3. 387 

  388 
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Appendix A: Additional figures 389 

 390 

In this appendix we show some additional supporting figures. In Figure S1 we show values of 391 

Equation 1 (S1a) and Equation 2 (S1b) as a function of x-location and for different values of 392 

the population density. Figure S2 indicates the fraction of migratory individuals at the 393 

population level in the area of the landscape around the zone of partial migration. Most 394 

interestingly it can be seen that in the scenario without dispersal (S1e) all populations are 395 

fixed for either phenotype, while all other scenarios show true partial migration, with 396 

individuals of both phenotypes in all populations. In Figure S3 we show the threshold values, 397 

averaged per x-position, for each of the 100 runs for all scenarios. This gives a good 398 

indication of the variation between runs. Here we can clearly see the effect of dispersal, where 399 

large dispersal distance (S2c) changes the overall shape of the threshold value curves and no 400 

dispersal (S2e) causes genetic fixation in all populations. In Figure S4 we further explore the 401 

effects of density dependence in winter mortality on the width of the partial migration zone 402 

and its interaction with dispersal and the density dependence in reproduction. 403 

 404 

  405 
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Figure S1a. The actual values of resident winter survival sr (Equation 1) as a function of  406 

x-location and different values of  
���,�,�
�

 , i.e. population density (dens), for parameter c_denss 407 

= 0.6 (as used in the base scenario). In addition sr for c_denss = 1, i.e. without density 408 

dependence. 409 

 410 

  411 
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Figure S1b. The reproduction correction factor ctot (Equation 2) as a function of  412 

x-location and different values of  
���,�,�
�

 , i.e. population density (dens), for c_densr = 0.4, and 413 

c_locr = 0.8 (both as used in the base scenario).  414 

 415 

  416 
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Figure S2. The fraction of migratory individuals in each of the populations at x-positions 417 

larger than 40 and smaller than 80 in generation 1000 of run 50 of each scenario. The omitted 418 

populations all have a fraction of migrants of 1 (for x-positions smaller than 40) or 0 (for x-419 

positions larger than 80). A white cell indicates an empty (extinct) population. 420 

 421 

Figure S2a. Base scenario 422 
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 423 

Figure S2b. Strong winter DD scenario 424 

 425 

Figure S2c. Dispersal distance scenario 426 
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 427 

Figure S2d. No winter DD scenario 428 

 429 

Figure S2e. No dispersal scenario 430 
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 431 

Figure S2f. Var survival migrants scenario 432 

 433 

Figure S2g. Var survival residents scenario 434 

  435 
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Figure S3. The average threshold values per x-location for each of the 100 runs per scenario. 436 

 437 

Figure S3a. Base scenario 438 

 439 

Figure S3b. Strong winter DD scenario 440 
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 441 

Figure S3c. Dispersal distance scenario 442 

 443 

Figure S3d. No winter DD scenario 444 
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 445 

Figure S3e. No dispersal scenario 446 

 447 

Figure S3f. Var survival migrants scenario 448 
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 449 

Figure S3g. Var survival residents scenario 450 

  451 
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Figure S4. The number of residents (black dots • and left y-axis) and the number of migrants 452 

(open circles ○ and left y-axis) after the winter after 1,000 generations, across the landscape 453 

summed per x-location (x-axis). The black vertical lines (· –) indicate the x-position of the 454 

partial migration zone as defined in the method section. The solid black line (–) is the average 455 

genetic threshold value per x-location (right y-axis) for a. the no winter DD scenario, with 456 

c_denss is 1, b. the base scenario with c_denss is 0.6, c. the strong winter DD scenario with 457 

c_denss is 0.3, d. as in c but with additional strong density dependence in reproduction of 458 

c_densr is 0.1, and e. as in d but without dispersal, all for a single run. 459 

 460 

a. 461 

 462 
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 463 

b. 464 

 465 

c. 466 
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 467 

d. 468 

 469 

e. 470 

 471 

  472 
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Appendix B: Matlab program sources 473 

 474 

Main program 475 

 476 

clear all ;  477 

close all ;  478 

clc;  479 

dbstop if  error ;  480 

location= 'P:\Marleen\Migration\matlab' ; % where the .m file is stored  481 

  482 

%% location and scenarios input  483 

  484 

basefolder= 'P:\Marleen\Migration\matlab\output\rep_runs\' ; % where the 485 

different scenario folders are stored  486 

scens=dir([basefolder 'scen_*' ]); % reads all the scenario folders  487 

  488 

for  scen=1:length(scens)  489 

    datafolder=([basefolder scens(scen,1).name '\' ]);  490 

  491 

    %% load parameters  492 

    cd(datafolder);  493 

    par_file=[ 'par_'  scens(scen,1).name '.m' ]; % each scenario folder 494 

contains a parameter file that starts with 'par_' a nd then the scenario 495 

name, identical to the folder name  496 

    run(par_file); % reads the spedific parameters  497 

    cd(location);  498 

     499 

    %% make base deme matrix / format to use 'resha pe'  500 

    % and make nearest neighbor matrix  501 

    deme_count_base=repmat(ones(y_max,1),1,x_max); 502 

deme_count_base=cumsum(deme_count_base,2); 503 

deme_count_base=reshape(deme_count_base,y_max*x_max ,1);  504 

    deme_count_base(:,2)=repmat(cumsum(ones(y_max,1 )),x_max,1); 505 

deme_count_base(:,3)=zeros(y_max*x_max,1);  506 

    A=deme_count_base;  507 

    A(:,A(3,:)==0)=[];  508 

    B=A;  509 

    idNN=rangesearch(A,B,disp_dist, 'Distance' , 'chebychev' );  510 

    all_NN=cellfun( 'length' ,idNN);  511 

    NN_mat=zeros(x_max*y_max,max(all_NN));  512 

    for  i=1:x_max*y_max  513 

        NN_mat(i,1:all_NN(i))=idNN{i};  514 

    end  515 

  516 

    %% loop over runs  517 

    for  run=1:100  518 

                519 

        %% initialisation  520 

        ind=zeros(N_ind,6);      % [1.inherited threshold value, 2.x_loc 521 

deme, 3. y_loc deme, 4. migration, 5. nr of offspri ng, 6. dispersal]  522 

        ind(:,1)=rand(N_ind,1); % initialisation with random allele values  523 

        ind(:,2)=ceil(rand(N_ind,1)*x_max); % initialisation with random x 524 

location  525 

        ind(:,3)=ceil(rand(N_ind,1)*y_max); % initialisation with random y 526 

location  527 

        %% loop over years  528 

        for  year=1:1000  529 

            if  mod(year,100)==0 % to keep track of progress during running  530 

                scen  531 
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                run  532 

                year  533 

            end  534 

        ind_w=zeros(N_ind,6);    % initiating the winter survival matrix   535 

  536 

        %% winter survival  537 

        % first separate migrants from residents  538 

        migr_prob = std_migr * randn + (ind(:,3)/10 0); %throughout the 539 

code: no for-loops over individuals, but calculatio ns covering the whole 540 

matrix at once through indexing  541 

        index1=ind(:,1) > migr_prob; %then migration  542 

        ind(index1,4)=1; % to indicate whether the individual migrated  543 

  544 

        [deme, ~, deme_m, 545 

~]=get_deme_info(y_max,x_max,ind,deme_count_base, 'deme_m_only' );  % goes to 546 

get_deme_info function to sort this information int o populations at all xy 547 

combinations  548 

  549 

        index2=rand(N_ind,1) < (std_s_migr *randn +  s_migr); % applying 550 

migration survival to ALL individuals  551 

        index=index1+index2; % combines surviving individuals with 552 

migrating individuals  553 

        index=index==2; clear  index2  % selects the individuals that have 554 

survived migration  555 

        ind_w(index,1:4)=ind(index,1:4); % and puts them in the ind_w 556 

matrix  557 

  558 

        index1=index1==0; % these are the inds that did not migrate  559 

        res_dens=(deme-deme_m)/K; % calculating local population density  560 

    561 

        surv_prob = std_surv *randn + (ind(:,3)/100 ); % survival prob based 562 

on a random number from a normal distribution with average = y-loc and a 563 

non-variable std, so modelling bad and good years r ather than individual 564 

differences  565 

        index2=rand(N_ind,1) < (surv_prob.*(1-566 

rc_s*res_dens(y_max*(ind(:,2)-1)+ind(:,3)))); % survival 0/1 based on y-567 

location, corrected for local resident density for ALL individuals  568 

        index=index1+index2;  % combining survival and residency    569 

        index=index==2; clear index1  index2 ; % selecting resident 570 

individuals that have survived winter  571 

        ind_w(index,1:3)=ind(index,1:3); clear index  % and puts them in the 572 

ind_w matrix too  573 

  574 

        ind_w(ind_w(:,1)==0,:)=[]; % all individuals that have survived 575 

winter, regardless of migratory behaviour  576 

  577 

        %% output %% after winter survival  578 

        if  579 

year==1||year==50||year==100||year==200||year==300| |year==400||year==500||y580 

ear==600||year==700||year==800||year==900||year==10 00  581 

            ind=ind_w;  582 

            resultfile=[datafolder scens(scen,1).na me '_run'  num2str(run) 583 

'_yr'  num2str(year)];  584 

            save(resultfile, 585 

'ind' , 'disp_rate' , 'disp_dist' , 'm_rate' , 's_factor' , 'std_surv' , 'std_s_migr' );  586 

        end  587 

  588 

        %% dispersal  589 

  590 

        N_ind_w=size(ind_w,1);  591 
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        ind_d=ind_w; clear ind_w  % initiating dispersal matrix  592 

        index1=rand(N_ind_w,1) < disp_rate; % selecting dispersing 593 

individuals  594 

        ind_d(index1,6)=1; % to indicate whether the individual dispersed  595 

        index=find(index1); % index of the dispersing individuals  596 

        column=ind_d(index,2); % x-loc of the dispersing individuals  597 

        row=ind_d(index,3); % y-loc of the dispersing individuals  598 

        patch_number=sub2ind(size(deme),row,column) ; % patch number of the 599 

dispersing individuals = row in NN_mat  600 

  601 

        nr_NN=cellfun( 'length' ,idNN(y_max*(ind_d(:,2)-1)+ind_d(:,3)))-1; % 602 

number of possible destination cells, -1 to compens ate for the same xy 603 

position  604 

        index2=ceil(rand(N_ind_w,1).*nr_NN)+1;   % selecting a destination 605 

cell (for ALL individuals). the first is the source  population, so this 606 

should be position 2 and further in idNN  607 

        NN_mat_column=index2(index); % combining the numbers of the 608 

destination cells and dispersing individuals  609 

        ind_d_new=ind_d;  610 

        611 

patch_column=A(NN_mat(sub2ind(size(NN_mat),patch_nu mber,NN_mat_column)),1); 612 

% for all dispersing individuals determine destinat ion x from the 613 

destination cell number  614 

        615 

patch_row=A(NN_mat(sub2ind(size(NN_mat),patch_numbe r,NN_mat_column)),2); % 616 

for all dispersing individuals determine destinatio n y from the destination 617 

cell number  618 

        ind_d_new(index,2)=patch_column;  619 

        ind_d_new(index,3)=patch_row; clear index  index1  index2  620 

        ind_d=ind_d_new;  621 

  622 

        [deme, ~, ~, 623 

~]=get_deme_info(y_max,x_max,ind_d,deme_count_base, 'light' );     624 

  625 

        %% reproduction  626 

  627 

        N_ind_d=size(ind_d,1);  628 

        ind_r=ind_d; clear ind_d     %   ind_r(:,4) is from now indicating 629 

whether the individual's mother was a migrant  630 

        tot_dens=deme/K; % calculating population density  631 

        ind_r(:,5)=(1-ind_r(:,3)*rc_rl).*(1-632 

rc_rd*tot_dens(y_max*(ind_r(:,2)-1)+ind_r(:,3))); % total reproduction 633 

correction factor, incl. both location and density correction  634 

        % base value nr of offspring = 7 %  635 

        ind_r(:,5)=floor(ind_r(:,5).*(rand(N_ind_d, 1)*7)); %random nr of 636 

offspring [0..6], corrected  637 

        clear N_ind_d  638 

  639 

        % find the indices per nr of offspring  640 

        index1=ind_r(:,5)==1;  641 

        index2=ind_r(:,5)==2;  642 

        index3=ind_r(:,5)==3;  643 

        index4=ind_r(:,5)==4;  644 

        index5=ind_r(:,5)==5;  645 

        index6=ind_r(:,5)==6;  646 

        ind_r=[repmat(ind_r(index1,:),1,1); repmat( ind_r(index2,:),2,1); 647 

repmat(ind_r(index3,:),3,1); 648 

repmat(ind_r(index4,:),4,1);repmat(ind_r(index5,:), 5,1); 649 

repmat(ind_r(index6,:),6,1)]; % multiply by the nr of offspring  650 

        clear index1  index2  index3  index4  index5  index6  651 
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  652 

        % mutation  653 

        mut= rand(size(ind_r,1),1); % a random new threshold value for ALL 654 

individuals  655 

        index_m= rand(size(ind_r,1),1) < m_rate; % select the mutating 656 

individuals  657 

        ind_r(index_m,1)=mut(index_m); % replace the mutated threshold 658 

values  659 

  660 

  661 

        ind=ind_r; clear ind_r  662 

        N_ind=size(ind,1);  663 

  664 

     665 

        end ; clear year  666 

    end ; clear run  667 

end ; clear scen  668 

  669 

         670 

  671 

  672 

  673 

  674 
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Function get_deme_info 675 

 676 

function  [deme, deme_t, deme_m, 677 

deme_r]=get_deme_info(y_max,x_max,ind,deme_count_ba se,method)  678 

  679 

% get deme info  680 

% deme is the number of individuals per deme  681 

% deme_t is the average threshold per deme  682 

% deme_m is the number of migrated individuals per deme 683 

% deme_r is the number of offspring per deme  684 

  685 

[~, sorti]=sortrows(ind(:,2:3)); y=ind(sorti,2:3); ind=ind(sorti,:);  686 

index_c = find([true;sum(diff(y),2)~=0]);  687 

values = y(index_c,:); instances = diff(index_c); % instances = nr of 688 

individuals with the same xy combination.  689 

instances=[instances; size(y,1)-sum(instances)];  690 

deme_count=[values instances]; clear values  instances  y  691 

  692 

deme_count_base_str=1000*deme_count_base(:,1)+deme_ count_base(:,2);  693 

deme_count_str=1000*deme_count(:,1)+deme_count(:,2) ;  694 

index=ismember(deme_count_base_str,deme_count_str);  clear 695 

deme_count_base_str  deme_count_str   696 

  697 

deme=deme_count_base; deme(index,3)=deme_count(:,3) ; clear deme_count  698 

deme=reshape(deme(:,3),y_max, x_max);  699 

  700 

switch  method  701 

    case  'complete'  702 

        deme_t=zeros(y_max,x_max); deme_m=zeros(y_m ax,x_max); 703 

deme_r=zeros(y_max,x_max);  704 

        for  dm=1:length(index_c)-1  705 

            row=mean(ind(index_c(dm):index_c(dm+1)- 1,3));  706 

            column=mean(ind(index_c(dm):index_c(dm+ 1)-1,2));  707 

            deme_t(row,column)=mean(ind(index_c(dm) :index_c(dm+1)-1,1));    708 

%the individuals sorted by population nr, so averag ing over the individuals 709 

per population  710 

            deme_m(row,column)=sum(ind(index_c(dm): index_c(dm+1)-1,4));  711 

            deme_r(row,column)=sum(ind(index_c(dm): index_c(dm+1)-1,5));  712 

        end ;  713 

        deme_t(end)=mean(ind(index_c(dm+1):end,1));  714 

        deme_m(end)=sum(ind(index_c(dm+1):end,4));  715 

        deme_r(end)=sum(ind(index_c(dm+1):end,5)); clear dm index_c  row  716 

column  717 

     718 

    case  'light'          719 

        deme_t=zeros(y_max,x_max); deme_m=zeros(y_m ax,x_max); 720 

deme_r=zeros(y_max,x_max);  721 

     722 

    case  'deme_m_only'  723 

        deme_m=zeros(y_max,x_max); 724 

deme_t=zeros(y_max,x_max);deme_r=zeros(y_max,x_max) ;  725 

        for  dm=1:length(index_c)-1  726 

            row=mean(ind(index_c(dm):index_c(dm+1)- 1,3));  727 

            column=mean(ind(index_c(dm):index_c(dm+ 1)-1,2));  728 

            deme_m(row,column)=sum(ind(index_c(dm): index_c(dm+1)-1,4));   729 

        end ;  730 

        deme_m(end)=sum(ind(index_c(dm+1):end,4)); clear dm index_c  row  731 

column  732 

         733 

end        734 


